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HTC Rezound at a very affordable price and magnificent features. This wonderful gadget is
available at just $79 which is quite less. It is not a thin handset but consist of gorgeous display and
iBeats headphones.  If talking about its features the first thing that clicks your mind is the battery of
the smart phone. Its battery life is average because after 8 hours of continuous work the battery
dropped down automatically.

The main factor of its poor battery is the LTE network. So a person who is heavily indulged in mobile
phone activities should invest in some other handset that possesses a long life battery. It has 2
mega pixel front facing camera that has the capacity of recording 720p HD video moreover you the
smart phone can be used for chatting with their friends or third party with apps such as Skype and
Tango. In this camera you would find lots of shooting modes or sceneries which helps an individual
in taking best shots. It also has portraits, landscapes scenes which helps you to take 360 degree
picture of yours environment.

The day time pictures are very attractive but the dim light pictures would not attract anyone. It has
the capability of shooting quality pictures and the sound is very clear. This is the first smart phone in
United States that offers both beats audio and $100 iBeats headphones. Its clear and superb sound
effects make you feel that as you are close to the artist.

Key features

1.	Memory - Dual-core, 1.5 GHz Scorpion CPU

2.	Data - LTE network connectivity

3.	Display - 4.3â€• S-LCD display with HD resolution

4.	Memory - 1GB RAM; 16GB built-in storage; 16GB microSD

5.	Camera - 8 MP, 3264x2448 pixels, autofocus, dual-LED flash

6.	OS - Android 2.3.4 Gingerbread

7.	Beats Audio software enhancement

8.	Dimensions - 129 x 65.5 x 13.7 mm

9.	Messaging - SMS(threaded view), MMS, Email, Push Email, IM

10.	Size - 720 x 1280 pixels, 4.3 inches

11.	Weight - 170.1 g

12.	Alert types - Vibration, MP3, WAV ringtones

13.	Bluetooth - v3.0 with A2DP

14.	Browser - HTML, Adobe Flash
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15.	Battery - Standard battery, Li-Ion 1620 mAh

Find out the best seller handset HTC Sensation xe deals @ www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk
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Harry Smith - About Author:
Harry Smith is expert telecom adviser and he writes articles on mobile. Get the right information for
mobile technology and we provides the best deals offers with a htc sensation xe contract and a HTC
sensation xe
Visit for more info :- http://www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk/
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